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Only

2%
of children in the UK 

have the critical 
literacy skills they need 
to tell if news is real or 

fake

Why our work matters

52%
of UK 12-15 yr olds 

who use social media 
for news, say it’s 

difficult to tell whether 
news on social media is 

accurate or not

and

43%
say they are not 

interested in news

(‘too boring’, ‘all 
sounds the same’, ‘too 

upsetting’)

Source: National Literacy Trust survey 2018 Source: Ofcom media use and attitudes report 2022



Media literacy

NewsWise
(7-11 year olds)

Award-winning news literacy, 
delivering in schools around the UK

Behind the Headlines
(ages 12+)

Inspirational news and media 
programmes for young people



Where do you find out 
about the news?



Where do you find out 
about the news?

● Family 

● TV

● Social media

● Friends/ teachers

● Radio

● Search engines/ apps

● Newspapers



Fake or real?



California theme park bans screaming on roller coasters 
to prevent the spread of covid



Italian artist sells invisible sculpture for £12,000



Pfizer Covid-19 vaccine causes monkeypox



Sharks spotted swimming 
in Sydney train stations 
after severe flooding



Scientists have taught spinach to send emails 



52% of 12 - 15 year olds say it is 
difficult to tell if news stories on social 

media are true or not



NewsWise: Make it fun. Make it real.



● Authentic real world context

● Real, high-quality, engaging news stories

● Develops critical literacy skills (evaluating the trustworthiness of 
information, examining author intention, analysis of language)

● Pupils produce real news stories, for
a real purpose and real audience

● Equips children with the confidence to 
navigate the online world

The NewsWise approach



An immersive experience





What makes a 
newsworthy story?

You are the editor: which is 

your top story? Why?

Consider:

Who is your audience?

Are you 

local/national/global?

● People

● Time

● Place

● Surprise



Interrogating points of view; analysing bias 

Whose point of view can you hear?

Who has not been included? 

Is this a balanced article? Why/why 
not?

Who do you want to defend/criticise in 
this story?

Why? What language has the writer 
used to influence you?



I reckon the gorilla escaped 
because he was angry at all the 
stupid visitors banging on the 
glass all day #kumbuka 
#angrygorilla

Presenting information as you would find it “in 
the wild”: rumour, speculation, opinion vs fact

Apparently, a huge sliverback gorilla at 
London Zoo smashed through his den 
and escaped! Gorilla on the rampage! 
#kumbuka #gorillaontheloose

I feel sorry for the gorilla. If I 
was in a glass cage with people 
staring at me all day, I would 
want to escape too! #kumbuka 
#animalcruelty

London Zoo has confirmed that 
at 5.30pm #Kumbuka the gorilla 
was safely returned to his den after 
drinking 5 litres of squash found in 
the staff area #thirstygorilla 
#safeandsound
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Children as journalists

● Better news writing outcomes

● Empowering

● Respecting others opinions

● Understanding the world

● Family engagement

● Pupil voice

“NewsWise also produced the best 
writing I received from my class 
during the whole academic year! It 
may sound simple but using real 
world news to bring it to life and add 
context really revolutionised the way 
I taught the news.”



Key elements in effective media literacy education

Interactivity Creativity

Authenticity

Uniqueness

Understanding Critical 
analysis

Access
Participation
Delivered with...



For the manifesto: 

How are young people (7 - 18) going to be 
represented and spoken for in the manifesto? 



Thank you!

Sorcha Hughes
@GetNewsWise

newswise@theguardianfoundation.org

theguardianfoundation.org

https://theguardianfoundation.org
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